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you received your third NJP for violating UCMJ Article 86, for six specifications of UA from 
restricted muster.  You did not appeal any of these NJPs. 
 
On 21 October 1998, you began another period of absence without leave from your unit, and you 
remained absent until you returned to military control on 29 December 1998.  On 12 March 1999, 
you were found guilty at Summary Court-Martial (SCM) of violating Article 86, for the above 69-
day period of UA, a second one-day period of UA, and Article 112(a), for the wrongful use of 
marijuana.  You were awarded 30 days of confinement, forfeitures of pay, and reduction in rank.   
 
On 22 March 1999, you were notified that you were being processed for an administrative 
discharge by reason of misconduct due to drug abuse, pattern of misconduct, and commission of a 
serious offense.  You waived your right to consult with qualified counsel and your right to present 
your case at an administrative separation board.  On 11 May 1999, you were discharged from the 
Navy for misconduct with an Other Than Honorable (OTH) characterization of service and 
assigned an RE- 4 reentry code. 
 
The Board carefully considered all potentially mitigating and/or extenuating factors to determine 
whether the interests of justice warrant relief in your case in accordance with the Kurta, Hagel, 
and Wilkie Memos. These included, but were not limited to: (a) your desire to upgrade your 
characterization of service, (b) your contention that you were suffering from symptoms of 
anxiety and depression during your time in service, and (c) the impact that your mental health 
had on your conduct.  For purposes of clemency and equity consideration, the Board noted that 
you did not provide documentation related to your post-service accomplishments or character 
letters. 
 
In your request for relief, you contend that you incurred Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) 
and other mental health issues during service, which caused you to use substances to cope with 
the anxiety and depression due to the stigma with mental health conditions at the time of your 
service.  As part of the Board review process, the BCNR Physician Advisor who is a licensed 
clinical psychologist (Ph.D.), reviewed your contentions and the available records and issued an 
AO dated 1 November 2023. The Ph.D. noted in pertinent part:  
 

There is no evidence that he was diagnosed with a mental health condition in 
military service, or that he exhibited any psychological symptoms or behavioral 
changes indicative of a diagnosable mental health condition. He has provided no 
medical evidence in support of his claims. Unfortunately, his personal statement 
is not sufficiently detailed to establish clinical symptoms in service or provide a 
nexus with his misconduct. Additional records (e.g., in-service or post-service 
mental health records describing the Petitioner’s diagnosis, symptoms, and their 
specific link to his misconduct) may aid in rendering an alternate opinion. 
 

The Ph.D. concluded, “it is my clinical opinion there is insufficient evidence of a diagnosis of 
PTSD that may be attributed to military service.  There is insufficient evidence to attribute his 
misconduct to PTSD or another mental health condition.”  
 
After thorough review, the Board concluded the potentially mitigating factors were insufficient 
to warrant relief.  In accordance with the Kurta, Hagel, and Wilkie Memos, the Board gave 






